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 ABSTRACT –  The study aims to know the elements of traditional agro-

meteorological knowledge (TAK) among the Tagbanwas and the factors 

that influenced the resilience of TAK. Fieldwork for primary oral data was 

conducted in sitio Bakahan, Cabigaan in the town of Aborlan, Palawan 

from September and December 2014 to January 2015. The findings show 

that TAK is ecological in nature, centering on weather conditions, 

processes, and their effects on swidden and human life. The resilience of 

TAK is provisional on the persistence of swidden in contemporary life 

around the world. It is an effect of the complex interplay of such factors as 

transmission of TAK in the local language, sense of indigeneity, utility of 

TAK, and dynamism of TAK. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traditional knowledge (TK) is the recent ‘buzz word’ (Morris, 2010) in international 

development and conservation in territories occupied by indigenous peoples (Spak, 2005; Madegowda, 

2009). Interests in it converge on three concerns: the utility of TK; alarm over culture loss (Wilson, 

2004); and Intellectual Property Rights (Sahai, 1996).  Believers in the utility of TK emphasize not only 

the use of TK to solve poverty-related problems (Anderson and Niaz, 1999) but also in safeguarding the 

environment (Ellis, 2005) through state policy and reform (Robbins, 2003). In many parts of the world 

like Canada, TK is an alternative resource to modern knowledge (Johnson, 1992). It contributes to higher 

yields through the introduction of new species and technologies in swidden (Dove, 1985). In a rather 

interesting perspective about poverty, Anderson and Niaz (1999) assert that low productivity among 

farmers in Pakistan is an effect of the erosion of TK. Some governments recognize the important 

contribution that TK makes to conservation like among the Tlingit in Alaska (Hunn et al., 2003), the 

Indians in the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico (Haenn, 2002), among others, to counter a sense of culture 

loss among indigenous groups.  

TK (Chesterfield and Ruddle, 1979; Anuradha, 1998; Briggs and Sharp, 2004; Tong, 2010) is 

also known as indigenous knowledge (IK) (Ellen and Harris, 1997; Sillitoe, 1998; Anuradha, 1998; 

Brodt, 2001; Doxtater, 2004). There are, of course, other concepts that also denote TK and IK, such as  

local knowledge (Palmer and Wadley, 2007; Morris, 2010), environmental knowledge (Ellen and Harris, 

1997; Harris, 1997; Hunn et al., 2003), folk taxonomy (Conklin, 1954, 1957; Berlin et al., 1968), ethno 
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ecology (Frake, 1962; Eder 1978, 1987, 2003), and so forth. Experts define it differently. In the broadest 

sense, WIPO (1998-1999) uses TK to refer to “knowledge systems, creations, innovations and cultural 

expressions which: have generally been transmitted from generation to generation; are generally regarded 

as pertaining to a particular people or its territory; and, are constantly evolving in response to a changing 

environment” (p. 25). Abele (1977) defines it as “Knowledge and values which have been acquired 

through experience, observation, from the land or from spiritual teachings, and handed down from one 

generation to another” (p. iii). The definition emphasizes the significance that people give to TK, the 

‘spiritual’ dimension of some TK, and the orality of TK. Morris (2010) regards  TK “the knowledge that 

ordinary people have of their local environment: environs meaning what is around us” (p. 2).  

TK is shared, empirical, practical, informal, dynamic, and may involve a ‘conservation ethic’ 

or not (Morris, 2010). It relates to a particular environment inhabited by a group (Frake, 1962). Members 

of the group know and share it (Barth, 1995). It is empirical, based on experience (Sillitoe, 1998). It is 

practical, utilitarian, and pragmatic (Jacobs, 2005). It is informal, passed on orally, uncodified (Abele, 

1977; Barth, 1999), and practiced outside ritual (Morris, 2010). It is dynamic, constantly adapting to a 

changing environment (Brodt, 2001; Briggs and Sharp, 2004). It is more a phenomenon among 

swiddeners than among urbanites like those in the UK (Morris, 2010) and Spain (Reyes-Garcia et al., 

2014, p. 223) who practice it in home gardens.  

Morris (2010) classifies TK into two: ecological and non-ecological (see also, Stevenson, 

1996). Weather, agriculture, landraces, commercial or exotic species, and so forth, are ecological (WIPO, 

1998-1999); while arts, folklore, rituals, and so forth, are non-ecological (WIPO, 1998-1999). Agro-

meteorological knowledge (TAK) is a category of TK about the weather applied on agriculture, 

particularly swidden (Thomson, 1948; Chevalier, 1980; Dove, 1985; Huber and Pedersen, 1997; Brodt, 

2001; Dominguez and Kolm, 2005; Dixon et al. 2010). TAK is a knowledge system “embodied in the 

technologies farmers now have at their disposal” (Anderson and Niaz, 1999, p. 338).   

TAK applies more on swidden than in lowland agriculture around the world, including the 

Philippines. A few Philippine groups engaged in swidden are subjects of studies by anthropologists: the 

Hanunuos of Mindoro (Conklin, 1954, 1957); the Subanens of the Zamboanga Peninsula (Frake, 1962); 

and the Bataks of Palawan (Eder, 1977, 1978, 1987, 2003, 2004; Warren, 1964, 1984). Quite expectedly, 

small groups like the Tagbanwas are least studied. Tagbanwa (Conant, 1909; Barrows, 1910; Scebold, 

2003) refers to three mutually unintelligible, minor languages spoken in Palawan, namely: (1) Calamian 

Tagbanwa in Culion (Reid, 1971; Fabinyi, 2010); (2) Aborlan Tagbanwa in Aborlan (Reid, 1971); and 

(3) Central Tagbanwa in the towns of San Vicente, Roxas, and Taytay (Reid, 1971; Scebold, 2003).  

Anthropologists (Warren, 1964; Eder, 1977, 1978, 1987) and linguists (Scebold, 2003; Davis, 

2003) specializing on the Tagbanwas consider the group a vanishing people. Olofson (2007) regards 

Tagbanwa an “‘endangered language” (p. 401) for three reasons. First, few Tagbanwa children speak 

Tagbanwa; second, few adult Tagbanwas speak the language; and, third, Tagbanwa has been 

“subordinated by in-migrants speaking other languages” (Olofson, 2007, p. 401). The language shift that 

is happening among the Tagbanwas today is traceable to the influence of in-migration that began in the 

1930s and intensified in the 1950s (Perez, 1984; Scebold, 2003; Eder, 2004). The effects of linguistic 

shift, together with other factors, on the future of TAK remain unexamined.  It is against this background 

that the paper aims to provide answers to two questions: first, what constitutes TAK?; and, second, what 

factors would explain the resilience of TAK? 
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METHODOLOGY 

Aborlan is a first class municipality of Palawan located south of Puerto Princesa (Fig. 1).  It 

has 19 barangays, and an estimated population of 32,209 as of May 2010 (www.nsb.gov.ph). Cabigaan, a 

barangay of Aborlan, is located in the interior of the town. It has a mixed population composed of 

Tagbanwas and incomers like the Visayans, Tagalogs, Ilocanos, Cuyunons, Muslims, and other groups 

(Eder, 2004).  Curiously, though, the people of Bakahan are entirely Tagbanwa, who trace their origin to 

members of the Nangnang family who settled in the place in the 1950s. They are proud of being 

Tagbanwa, upholding Tagbanwa values and beliefs and practicing swidden, a form of horticulture on the 

edges of the adjacent forests (Doedens et al. 1995). TAK is alive and robust in Bakahan even as some 

Tagbanwas also engage in other livelihoods, e.g., employment, habal-habal (transporting passengers on 

motorbike), and trading.  

I did fieldwork in Bakahan first in 18-21 September 2014, and next from 18 December 2014 to 

5 January 2015, for a paper on TAK. Bakahan is approximately 30 minutes by habal-habal from the 

poblacion of Aborlan. The poblacion is 43 kilometers from Puerto Princesa and only an hour from the 

city by bus.  I decided to do fieldwork in Bakahan because the population is entirely Tagbanwa, and they 

still practice TAK in swidden. I interviewed eight informants, all belonging to the Nangnang family. 

Each informant is a household head, who, together with the rest, represent the core Tagbanwa population 

of Bakahan. Five are males, namely: Artemio Sakmon (77 years old); Jolito Nangnang (56 years old); 

Damido Nangnang (48 years old); Nando Nangnang (50 Years old); and Juanito Ngani (87 years old). 

Three are females, namely:  Rosalina Nangnang (86 years old); Flora Apid (83 years old); and Gloria 

Imag (74 years old).  The eighth informant Damido, a son of Rosalinda Nangnang, is my host. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Map of Study Site 
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I engaged the informants in talk (Tagalog, kuwentuhan; English, conversation), rather than 

gather data through conventional, formal interview procedures. Talk is an established method of primary 

oral data gathering in qualitative research. Palmer and Wadley (2007) demonstrate that “talk about the 

environment is the expression of knowledge about the environment” (p. 749,) articulated  in 

“environmentalist terms” (Mills et al., p. 579).  I opted for general questions based on the objectives of 

the paper to allow the participants to explore and elaborate on their thoughts, instead of using a detailed 

questionnaire. The informants participated in a talk first in the morning of 19 September 2014, and next 

in the morning of 21 September 2014. I visited the field of Damido, which was an hour and a half from 

Bakahan, on 20 September 2014. I followed up the talks from 18 December 2014 to 5 January 2015. I 

made notes of the talks and presented the preliminary findings of the research to the informants in the 

afternoon of 5 January 2015, to ensure that my findings reflect their views. Relevant literature 

supplement the ethnographic data upon which the paper is based. As is the practice in anthropology, the 

remainder of the paper is written in the ethnographic present. 

FINDINGS  

The Tagbanwas of Aborlan are Christians, hence, assimilated into the dominant culture. Most 

are Catholics and some are members of New Tribe, a born again group that consider traditional 

Tagbanwa life ways evil, particularly rituals (pagdiwata). Members of New Tribe and most Catholic 

Tagbanwas living in the poblacion deny that they are Tagbanwa, with little or no knowledge of 

Tagbanwa culture anymore. The Tagbanwas of Bakahan are Catholics, and they still know Tagbanwa 

culture.  

TAK as Traditional Environmental Knowledge 

TAK is about the relationship between a group and their environment and the knowledge and 

practices that evolve from such relationship (Frake, 1962; Morris, 2010).  It regards weather “a system of 

local, qualitative interrelationships of humans and spirit powers” (Huber and Pedersen, 1997, p. 577) that 

affects crops, farm animals, and humans in multifarious ways.   

TAK is a systematic, organized body of knowledge about ecological phenomena, their 

relationships, and causes and effects (Service et al., 2014). Weather (tiempo) is an effect of the elements 

like the wind (deres) and rain (uran).  When clouds are not very thick, a wet wind (darikdik) is likely to 

blow, which is good to crops. Dry wind (masaripoot) presages a humid day and moderate rain.  Steady, 

‘unmoving’ clouds indicate weak wind (malubay nga deres). Strong wind (makseg nga deres), which 

refers to the SW Monsoon (abagat), blows from the west, across the mountains, and is indicated by dark 

(maitum), fast moving clouds (kunom).  

The Tagbanwas stay at home for safety when a strong wind blows. They check on the 

condition of the crops in the field after a strong wind. The SW Monsoon causes damage on rice in three 

ways that lead to poor harvest. The rice harvest is chaffy (mapadek) when the wind blows at the time that 

the rice is flowering (shaken, nauyeg), the rice falls to the ground, if not break in the wind, or a rice 

disease called dugma causes the leaves to curl. When dugma attacks rice, the traditional cures include 

patabokan, which involves burning pepper (katumbal) in the field to drive away pests.  Another method, 

magalsa, involves burning parts of a poisonous forest plant called tubli for the same purpose.  

Rain is associated with the monsoons. The rain that the SW monsoon brings is variable – it can 

be strong or weak (kasa nga uran). It is cold and causes pestilence (peste) on such farm animals as  
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chickens and pigs, as well as diseases (sarot) in humans, particularly colds, coughs, and asthma.  Root 

crops like sweet potatoes (camote) suffer from rot due to worms, the melons are not sweet, and the rice 

harvest is chaffy (mapadek). Pestilence, diseases, and poor harvest indicate bad time (maaraet i banwa). 

The NW Monsoon (amyan), which blows from the sea on the east, brings moderate rain that takes longer 

to cease (rambang nga uran). 

No strong earthquakes strike Palawan because it is not located on a seismic zone. There are no 

typhoons and disastrous floods like those in Manila because the island is located away from the typhoon 

belt (see Fig. 1). The Tagbanwas, though, mention flood, which is of two types. The first is a prelude to 

flood (luyod/katalan) that happens when a plant called palochina (Tagbanwa, tabraw) is in bloom. When 

this happens, the Tagbanwas believe that the biggest snake (tandayag), a huge python, leaves the forest 

and lets the floodwaters carry it downriver. The yellow tabraw blooms guide the tandayag on its way to 

the sea. Flood (lenep) follows luyod, causing destruction in communities near rivers, including death to 

animals and humans in some instances. When a luyod happens, the people living in low-lying areas 

usually evacuate to the school that is located on higher ground for safety.  

The environment is a moral space (Huber and Pedersen, 1997). Deities produce the weather, 

responding to transgressive human activity on the environment by causing bad times. Disaster is due to 

evil ways, and events like floods are punishments for sins. When destructive floods occur, the Tagbanwas 

summon a religious functionary, a bailan (shaman), for a propitiatory rite. The bailan performs a ritual 

(magdiwata) to prevent destruction that a lenep may cause. An offering (magbutang) is made to deities in 

the hope that no humans and animals would perish in floods. Chicken is a common offering in a ritual 

called padayo. The chicken that a bailan sacrifices and throws to the overflowing river carries the sins of 

the village down to the sea.  

Landslides happen in the forest (kagebatan) but they are rare. They take place when the forest 

soil loosens due to rains and tremors or when an old tree falls.  Rocks, gravel, and soil from landslides 

could destroy an entire swidden (kaingin). When these happen, the farmer runs for safety and hopes for 

harvest from his field no matter how meagre it would be. Like landslides, droughts seldom happen. 

Nevertheless, they signal bad times (maaraet i banwa), particularly hunger due to poor harvest as plants 

die in the heat of the sun and for lack of water. 

TAK, as a knowledge system (Barth, 1995; Anderson and Niaz, 1999; Zegeye and Vambe, 

2006), is a resource (Schultz, 1964; Machlup, 1984). It persists because it provides valuable information 

about swidden (Brodt, 2001). Although they have radios and some have televisions, the Tagbanwas 

regard mass media a means of entertainment for the youth, not a source of facts on nature regimes 

(Haenn, 2002).  They say that reliance on weather forecasts on radios and televisions inevitably leads to 

‘culture loss’ (Wilson, 2004). 

Like the other groups indigenous to Palawan (Eder, 1999; Rigg, 2005; Cramb et al., 2009; 

Fabinyi, 2010), the Tagbanwas are experiencing an economic shift, a phenomenon that began six years 

ago. This pertains to the production of ginger as a high value crop in swidden. The new houses, 

motorbikes, and college education of the children become possible because of income from ginger. 

Beginning in 2014, they are planting again rice, an intercrop to ginger, for food independence. They have 

since then desisted from gathering such non-timber forest products as beeswax, honey, yantok (rattan, 

Calamus caesius), copal (resin from Agathis dammara), and other fossil resins from various tropical trees 

for trade (Cadeliña, 1982; Conelly, 1992), which the government prohibits.  
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Gathering predates the Spanish period (Fox, 1953; Kress, 1977). It is an intensive practice, 

which accounts for the depletion of copal in adjacent forests by two Tagbanwa settlements on the coast 

(Conelly, 1985, 1992). Stricter laws on land classification and use proscribe swidden in primary forests 

(geba) and gathering (Eder, 1987; Novellino, 2011).  The shift to ginger production is partly a response 

to demands for ginger in the market as well as to stricter forestry laws. The Tagabanwas grow ginger and 

rice at about the same time of the year, which involves the use of same agro-meteorological knowledge 

and practices.  

Resilience of TAK  

Experts offer such factors as language, indigeny, utility, and the dynamism to explain the 

resilience of TAK.  Some assign language a key role (Briggs and Sharp, 2007) in that it facilitates the 

transmission of TAK across generations. Moreover, since TAK is a local knowledge system, indigenous 

language is the medium by which groups reproduce TAK. Quite interestingly, the Tagbanwas of Bakahan 

still speak Tagbanwa in everyday life, and they still practice swidden using TAK in the local idiom. Since 

children participate in farm work, swiddeners reproduce TAK not only through instruction but also 

through observation and practice at a young age. Briggs and Sharp (2007) maybe cited here, who state 

that, “As Agrawal (1995) argues, indigenous knowledge is not simply about language and expression, but 

about these material conditions through which people must survive” (p. 673). 

Indigeny, the condition of being native to a place, aids the survival of TAK, a practice and 

process linked to identity. The Tagbanwas of Bakahan emphasize it to differentiate themselves from 

those outside the sitio like the converts to New Tribe. They consider TAK important in defining and 

reinforcing ethnicity, Tagbanwa-ness, which is cultural and political at the same time (Johnson, A., 

1992). The experience of the natives of the Yukon Peninsula in Canada is relevant in this context.  Thus,  

“traditional knowledge is closely linked to the inherent rights fundamental to the 

identity of the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in   people and integral to the cultural, political, 

economic, and social distinctiveness of the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in (cited in Roburn and 

the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Heritage Department, 2012, p. 445).” 

In their study of the role of IK in bureaucratic management among the Yarrabah in 

Queensland, Australia, Babidge, et al., (2007) find IK bonded with notions of indigeneity, identity, and 

change in a dynamic world. Citing Schor, they argue that indigenous groups look at IK “as a force for 

change and movement, as synonymous with empowering and dynamic identification rather than static 

and divisive identity” (Babidge et al., 2007, p. 150). They add, saying that, “indigeneity can be 

conceptualized as an active system of identification, and indigenous knowledge a dynamic contemporary 

process of management of people and place” (Babidge, et al., 2007, p. 150).  

TAK is user-centered. Those who keep it are also the end users because they consider it 

important in many ways. In Central India, Brodt (2001) observes that only valuable TAK lasts through 

practice. TAK that is useful in and adaptive to everyday life survives, while those that are not pass into 

oblivion. It continues to inform the understanding of cause and effect of weather phenomena, and their 

effects on swidden, plants and animal farms, and human life. It makes possible the production of such 

cultivars as taro, cassava, a variety of vegetables and root crops, and cereals like rice and corn for food. 

Regardless of the variety preferred, the same knowledge and practices guide the production of ginger. 

Improved living conditions, including college education, enhance the value of TAK. 
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Resilience includes the agency of the individual to accommodate new knowledge into an 

evolving traditional knowledge system (Brodt, 2001). TAK is dynamic, and its persistence is partly due 

to its ‘changing-ness’ (Zegeye and Vambe, 2006). Adaptability to new technology and crops strengthens 

TAK, which may coexist with modern agricultural knowledge. Johnson (1992) forwards the idea that in 

Belcher Island in Canada, adaptation to change aids the survival of TAK.  The shift to ginger production 

and the re-introduction of rice as an intercrop attest to the dynamism of TAK.  Based on their study in 

Central India, Briggs and Sharp (2004) say,        

“Indigenous knowledges all over the world are malleable, altering in response to 

Western ideas and practices, but also to an ever-changing array of other ways of 

knowing and doing. This is due to economic and social change, especially as the 

result of modernisation. Thus we must not underestimate the significance of 

material conditions which influence the need for different knowledges. Indigenous 

knowledge cannot ever be understood in isolation of the critical analysis of 

economic, social, cultural and political conditions (p. 673).” 

DISCUSSION 

TAK embodies understanding of the environment, the processes therein, and the effects of 

these processes on swidden and society. The individual organizes his observations of how such elements 

as temperature, wind, rain, and so forth, combine to produce nature regimes (Haenn, 2002) that affect 

swidden and human life. He frames his observations by using words that are familiar to others to signify 

the individual and social nature of knowledge (Ferrater-Mora and Cohn, 1970; Goffman, 1986; Yamane, 

2000). It is like any cultural process critical to group survival, whose creation, expression, and 

reproduction language mediates (Perry, 2003) from the early stages of life to adulthood. Because the 

family is the unit of labor in swidden (Frake, 1960; Wiber, 1985), children joining their parents in 

swidden, learning TAK from instruction, through observation, and by imitation, is part of the process. 

The transmission of TAK is intergenerational whereby children learn from their parents, who transmit 

crystalized knowledge that is important to group survival (Robertson, 1996). Like language, indigeneity 

is a cultural and political process. It is an embodiment, marker, and practice of Tagbanwa-ness. It is a 

daily experience, which involves, to borrow from Fishman (1996), a sense of “being” Tagbanwa and 

“knowing” and “doing” (pp. 63-69) as such.  

Chester and Ruddle (1979) assert that the resilience of TAK remains entangled with swidden. 

Resilience is a problem solving process that entails, according to Brodt (2001), overcoming “unfavorable 

sociopolitical and economic forces, which exists quite apart the knowledge, must be overcome first” (p. 

118). Reflecting on the prospects of swidden in Southeast Asia, critics underscore the forces that  work 

against the practice (Fox, 2000; Condominas, 2009). Condominas (2009) says that, “shifting cultivation 

or burned and followed land” creates “the need to large areas of land to nomadify, if I may call it that, 

their cropping and their dwellings” because “the need for space in which to shift the swiddens is a major 

handicap for swidden agriculture” (pp. 265, 267). The ban on swidden and gathering highlights these 

forces and their effects not only on the Tagbanwas but also on other swiddeners in Palawan.   

Notwithstanding the issue of land, Smidt-Vogt, et al. (2009) identify three trends that are 

happening in swidden around the world today. First, other forms of agriculture and livelihoods 

increasingly replace swidden; second, follow periods are shorter; and, third, despite shorter follow 

periods, the swidden remains.  Swidden in China, Laos, Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia is 

transitioning into other forms of land use due to forest conservation, shift to settled agriculture,  
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resettlement, privatization, industrial agriculture, and the expansion of market (Fox, 2009; Sturgeon, 

2007). Except for the promotion of industrial agriculture, these factors also occur in Palawan and affect 

all swiddeners the same way (Eder, 1977, 1987; Cadeliña, 1982; Novellino, 2011). 

The thought that swidden adapts to change and at the same time remains a resilient system 

needs attention (Smidt-Vogt et al., 2009).  Fox (2000) claims that swidden is a rational economic choice 

for many upland cultivators in the world. Nevertheless, swidden in Southeast Asia (Dove, 1985; Cramb 

et al., 2009; Fox et al., 2009), Africa, Latin America (Chesterfield and Ruddle, 1979; Chevalier, 1980; 

Metz et al., 2009), and the Indian sub-continent (Anuradha, 1998) is in flux. Experts, though, cannot 

agree on the factors of change, the processes involved, and their effects. Generalists like Briggs and 

Sharp (2004) attribute change to modernization, while Brodt (2001) points up to globalization. 

Particularists give emphasis to such specific factors as the introduction of new species (Fujisaka 1986), 

migration (Fujisaka, 1986; Gray, 2009), weather change (Fujisaka, 1986; Huber and Pedersen, 1997), 

land conversion (Goethals, 1975), laws on forestland (Novellino, 2011), and commercial farming 

(Goethals, 1975; Fujisaka, 1986; Eder, 1987). These factors, both general and specific, affect TAK.  

\ Understanding what is happening in swidden since the 1950s is important. Based on his 

fieldwork in Java, Geertz (1963) describes the failure of swidden to stabilize or transform itself into 

another form of agriculture as ‘involution.’ Swidden among the Tagbanwas is undergoing involution. In 

Southeast Asia, the strategies include ‘dis-intensification’ and intensification of swidden, the introduction 

of cash crops, the reorganization of family-based labor, and resort to livelihoods in the cities (Cramb, et 

al., 2009). The Tagbanwas try to overcome the obstacles that the ban on activity in primary forests cause 

(Conelly, 1985, 1992; Novellino, 2011) by resorting to permanent swidden and polyculture. Permanent 

swidden is an exercise in disintensification, while intensification through polyculture increases yield per 

hectare (Beckerman, 1983).  Labor deployment strategies involve school-age children helping in weeding 

the swidden and in harvesting the crops. Damido, who once left Bakahan for Manila for work, is back in 

the sitio as a swiddener.  

The adaptability of TAK to change also accounts for its resilience. Swiddeners are rational, 

dynamic, creative individuals, constantly making decisions, and ‘inventing’ strategies as they try to 

grapple with the fluid ecological and social conditions in which they find themselves. Johnson (1972) 

speculates that individuality and experimentation are common in swidden, which revises views of 

traditional agriculture as conservative. Permanent swidden and polyculture are not only logical choices; 

they are also inventive, suggesting trial and error methods and distinctive practices. Citing the African 

experience,  Zegeye and Vambe (2006) state that, “changing-ness” is a characteristic of indigenous 

knowledge as one observes in the arts and in “some structured cultural institutions that proliferate in 

Africa” (p. 356).   

Permanent swidden and polyculture do not demand additional labor inputs to increase income.  

Ginger is resistant to weeds and pests and gives greater income to tillers (Conelly, 1992). It makes likely 

the shift from mobile swidden to “permanently -cropped fields”, called sawah in Borneo (Padoch, et al., 

1998, p. 7), and the transformation of shifting swiddeners into “fixed field farmers” (Padoch, et al., 1998, 

p. 6). Re-using swidden is sustainable because of income from high value crops. In a way, it aims “to 

conserve environmental resources and to make agricultural systems ecologically ‘sustainable’ over the 

longer term” (Olofson, 1997, p. 84). 
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Some critics, however, raise questions about the resilience of permanent swidden and 

polyculture (Russell, 1988; Condominas, 2009). Uncontrolled swidden leads to the appearance of tropical 

savannahs composed of cogon (Imperata cylindrica). Tillers abandon swiddens two to three years after 

the first harvest for lack of practices that aim to restore lost fertility and the absence of technology to 

combat cogon (Conklin, 1957; Frake 1962).  Swidden then needs ‘inexhaustible’ land (Condominas, 

2009), which, in recent years, the government proscribes to protect the remaining forests of Palawan 

(Novellino, 2011). Scaff (1948), in his study of swidden in Bukidnon, and Rigg (2005), in Southeast 

Asia, illustrate that swidden prevents the accumulation of landed property and wealth, which explains the 

‘poverty’ of swiddeners. Indeed, ten years ago, the Tagbanwas hunted wild pigs for meat in the diet, 

while they collected rattan and copal for cash to supplement income from swidden (Conelly, 1985, 1992). 

Today, however, improved living conditions because of income from ginger paint a different picture of 

Tagbanwa life in Bakahan.  Cash cropping, though, has its own disadvantages. It leads to increase 

income, but complete dependence on it increases vulnerability (Cramb, et a l., 2009). Nonetheless, 

swidden provides a safety net by reintroducing rice as an intercrop to ginger toward greater food security.   

CONCLUSION 

TAK is ecological in nature (Conklin, 1954, 1957; Frake, 1962; Johnson, 1992; Morris, 2010), 

mirroring group knowledge of weather conditions and their influence on swidden and human life. The 

resilience of TAK is contingent on the survival of swidden (Chesterfield and Ruddle, 1979), suggesting 

an elaborate process that implicates transmission of TAK in the indigenous language (Briggs and Sharp, 

2007), a deep sense of indigeneity (Babidge et al., 2007), utility (Anderson and Niaz, 1999; Brodt, 2001), 

and dynamism (Brodt, 2001; Reyes-Garcia et al. 2014). The last attests to an attitude for change 

(Olofson, 1997; Condominas, 2005), such as the shift to permanent swidden (Olofson, 1980, 1981, 1996, 

1997; Doedens et al., 1995; Padoch et al., 1998; Metz et al., 2009), polyculture (Beckerman, 1983; 

Weinstock, 1984), and resort to other survival strategies (Chevalier, 1980; Cramb et al, 2009). It 

witnesses to swidden as a rational choice and adaptive system and swiddeners as creative agents of 

change (Johnson, 1972).  It is in response to various forces that challenge swidden as a viable, sustainable 

form of agriculture on the edges of forests (Doedens et al., 1985) around the world (Brodt, 2001; Fox et 

al., 2009; Condominas, 2009).   
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